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The Hung Up Parachutist Release Assembly (HUPRA) is an existing
Airborne Systems Ltd (ASL) product originally under the MK3 variant 
(MRIGQ1617).

The HUPRA product is an emergency parachute assembly designed to 
facilitate the release of a parachutist from an aircraft following a ‘Hang Up’ 
during static line parachuting operations.

HUPRA T11 Assembly System 
The HUPRA T11 Assembly, MRIASE2488 consists of a T11 main parachute
packed with a red PU coated Inner and Outer deployment bag.

The T11 parachute rigging lines are attached to a four Ply HUPRA Riser via 
rapide links. The HUPRA Riser terminates at the lower end with the original 
HUPRA MK3 Swivel Assembly and Snap Lock Connector, MRIGQ0527 and 
MRIGQ0521 respectively.

When the assembly is not in use and to facilitate transport to and from the
aircraft, it is held in a fabric carrying bag. The assembly also includes a set 
of wire cutters required to cut the aircraft anchor cable in order to release 
the ‘Hung Up’ parachutist.

In the case of a ‘Hang Up’ scenario during static line parachuting operations, 
the HUPRA T11 Parachute Assembly is attached to the parachutist’s static 
line snaphook via the HUPRA Snap Lock Connector. The release of the par-
achutist and deployment of the HUPRA T11 Parachute Assembly is facilitat-
ed by the cutting of the aircraft anchor cable using the wire cutters provided.

The HUPRA T11 Parachute Assembly and its sub-assemblies are detailed in 
the general assembly drawing ASE05560 and packed in accordance with an 
ASL packing material.  
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The T-11 non-steerable troop parachute, devel-
oped for today’s warfighter, replaces the T-10 
parachute which has been in service for over 50 
years. The T-11 was specifically designed by Air-
borne Systems to carry a paratrooper, with a total 
exit weight of 400
pounds safely to the ground. With minimal open-
ing shock, a slow rate of descent and zero oscilla-
tion the jumper is provided with increased safety, 
allowing for successful completion of their combat 
mission.

This newly designed parachute fits body sizes 
from the 5th percentile female through the 97th 
percentile male. A unique canopy sleeve and 
slider controlled deployment sequence allows for 
smooth canopy inflation in about six seconds. As 
a esult, the T-11’s opening shock has been greatly 
reduced, especially when compared with conven-
tional systems.

The unique design of the main canopy allows for 
minimal oscillation after canopy inflation even 
after lowering the combat load. The T-11 achieves 
a lower rate of descent by having a canopy that 
is 28 percent larger than the T-10,resulting in a 
remarkable reduction in landing injuries; greater 
than 75% over 3,000 jumps.

Specifications     T-11 Main Parachute
Ordering information (Includes T-11 Main and T-11R Reserve Parachute Sys-
tems)
Part number     11-1-7050-1
NSN      1670-01-539-4525
Hem diameter    28.6 ft 8.72m
Rate of descent at sea level
400 lb (181.4 kg) AUW   < 18 ft/s < 5.48 m/s
Main parachute, harness
and pack tray weight    36.8 lb 16.56 kg
Maximum aircraft speed   150 KIAS 278 km/h
Maximum All Up Weight   400 lb 180 kg
Oscillation angle    Less than 5 degrees
Deployment altitude – Above Sea Level (ASL)
Minimum     500 ft ±125 ft 152.4 m ± 38.1 m
Maximum     7500 ft 2286 m


